About Your Coach
Michele Molitor, CPCC, PCC, RTT, C-Hyp
Your Executive Confidence Coach &
Rapid Rewire Expert
As the founder and CEO of Nectar Consulting, Inc., and coauthor of the best-selling book “Breakthrough Healing.”
Michele works with executives and entrepreneurs bringing
over 25 years of experience, intuitive insights and strategic
business savvy to your success.
Michele’s unique Rapid RewiringTM approach is a culmination of years of study in the realms of
emotional intelligence, neuroscience, organizational psychology and Rapid Transformational
Therapy. She helps catalyze shifts in thinking and eliminate mental/emotional blocks to
rapidly rewire your brain for greater confidence and success. Enhancing your capacity as a
leader to build high performing teams and exponentially increasing bottom line results.
She has provided executive coaching, training, leadership development, organizational
development and Rapid Transformational Therapy globally to individuals and entire
organizations in a variety of industries verticals: Insurance, Law, Engineering, Education,
Marketing, High Tech, Finance, and Real Estate in both the public and private sectors.
Helping organizations revitalize their teams, enhance emotional intelligence, create strong
cultures of positive communication while infusing them with clarity, purpose and greater
productivity.
Michele received her coach training and certification (CPCC) from The Coaches Training
Institute. She has also received her Professional Certified Coach (PCC) designation from the
International Coach Federation. Michele is also a Certified Rapid Transformational Therapy
Practitioner (RTT) and Certified Hypnotherapist (C-Hyp). She earned her Bachelor of Science
degree from the University of Florida in Advertising, with a minor in psychology, has studied
French linguistics at the La Sorbonne, University of Paris, France and has a degree in Graphic
Design from the Art Institute of Atlanta. Michele is also a licensed Action Plan Marketing
Consultant and Certified Talent Dynamics Consultant.
As a nationally recognized speaker, certified executive coach, organizational development
consultant, trainer, hypnotherapist and writer, Michele’s passion for helping you amplify your
natural talents and expand your leadership is conveyed through all aspects of her work and
writing.
She has co-authored 3 books, “Breakthrough Healing,” “A Guide to Getting It: A Clear,
Compelling Vision,” and “Bite Size Tips For The New Entrepreneur” and has variety of
published articles on CNN, SelfGrowth, Lifehack and The Mogul Mom. She has spoken at
various leadership conferences nationwide such as IEEE Leadership Conference, SHRM
Leadership Development Forum, NCCEP, and SSATB.
Nectar Consulting, Inc. is also a Certified B Corporation.
Helping others to #DoWellByDoingGood.
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